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Lady Marianne Kay takes her duties as the lady-in-waiting to the future Queen of England serious, which leaves her
little time for courtship.

But... beyond all that, there is one reason she shall never marry:

She's immune to the charms of men.
.
Until a stranger saves her on the worst night of her life.Until a stranger saves her on the worst night of her life.

.

He's handsome.

He's nearly perfect.

And he is the second son of a marquess.

This makes him a suitable match for Society standards.This makes him a suitable match for Society standards.
Or so she believes...
.
Lord Simon St. Clair is the bodyguard to the niece of the most powerful duke in England.

And the situation is made worse by the fact that he must keep himself secret and watch her from the shadows.

But he can't ignore his attraction to Marianne.But he can't ignore his attraction to Marianne.

And his duty to his country makes it impossible to reveal who he truly is.
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So, he'll lie to keep her.So, he'll lie to keep her.
What will happen when Marianne discovers that everything she thought she knew about him is a lie?

Their lives will be tested when danger reveals itself.

Can they survive the night and last forever?Can they survive the night and last forever?
.
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